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Abstract
An advanced Multivariate Process Parameters Intelligent Control (MPPIC) technology was
developed by CHALIECO GAMI several years ago and has been used in many large domestic
and foreign Greenfield or modernized brownfield smelters. In this paper, the new up-grading and
innovation research resulting from MPPIC technology developed by CHALIECO GAMI in
recent years will be described and the successful application of this latest technology, especially
with the “Remote Data-Diagnosis Technology Service” (RDTS), will be introduced, too. The new
upgraded MPPIC results in significantly higher current efficiency and reduced energy
consumption for some smelters and is superior to the original MPPIC technology which it can
replace.
Keywords: Multivariate Process Parameters Intelligence Control (MPPIC), cell control model, cell
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1.

Introduction

Over the past decade, the original MPPIC technology and device [1] with independent intellectual
property rights developed by CHALIECO GAMI has reached the international level and achieved
great reputation in China and abroad with excellent product quality and technical service.
However, with the rapid development of world primary aluminum industry, especially the
Chinese primary aluminum industry during this decade, it also faces more and more intensive
competition. Therefore, how to further reduce the production cost becomes one of the key tasks
for each aluminum smelter. According to the report [2], the average power cost of Chinese
primary aluminum industry amounts to more than 44 % of total production cost and is about 16 %
higher than the average in the rest of the world. So, how to reduce the specific energy
consumption per kg of aluminium is by all means the priority for the aluminum smelters in China.
Based on several cell control technologies research and application achievements in recent years,
especially on original MPPIC technology developed by CHALIECO GAMI, this latest
technology is more efficient, energy-saving and emission-reducing control technology system for
aluminum reduction cells. It takes advantage of theoretical research and successful practical
implementation of the cell intelligent control systems in China and abroad and uses the in-depth
research of cell control technology software and hardware at its core. To further achieve the
obvious economic and social benefits based on the existing conditions for Chinese primary
aluminum industry, the MPPIC technology has been first implemented on the large pilot Centre
Worked Prebake (CWPB) anode cells and are now used in several large CWPB cell lines.
The latest generation of MPPIC technology is developed from the original generation. It could
enable each large Point Fed Prebake (PFPB) reduction cell to achieve the best technical and
economic key performance indicators with high current efficiency and low energy consumption
under stable production conditions of minimum operator interference. This is not only the
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development direction of intelligent pot control systems for primary aluminum industry, but also
the new innovative development model for continuous increase of the performance of the
aluminum reduction cells.
2.

The Concept of the Latest MPPIC Technology

Everybody knows that the aluminum reduction process has strong interaction multivariate
characteristics with limited observable process and responses which are non-linear and vary over
a wide range of time scales. Figure 1 shows a diagram of main interactions between mass and
energy balance.

Figure 1. Overall interactions between mass and energy balance [3]. Hbath, Hmetal are bath
and metal height, Qsidwall is sidewall heat loss.
The first main successful step of the original MPPIC technology was that both mass balance and
energy balance control of single reduction cell were included, which means that AlF3 could be
automatically fed and excess AlF3 in the cells could be controlled more accurately [1].
Generally speaking, pilot cells should be built and tested before they would be put into
construction and production for each kind of new larger PFPB cell lines. But in fact this cannot be
done for most kinds of new cells, especially in China.
Nevertheless, the final performance of the cells depends on every step of its Engineering,
Procurement, Construction, and Management (EPCM) procedure. The latest MPPIC technology
just takes better account of the above EPCM interaction factors, which is suitable for all kinds of
the PFPB cells; it can give the cell not only more accurate control, but also find some problems
especially for energy balance and solve these problems better quickly.
The cell operation and performance depends on several parameters such as design current, anode
current density, working voltage derived from voltage balance, etc., referred to as the “static
balance” parameters of cells. The cell is impacted also by other factors like the materials selection
and installation during the construction period, preheat and process control in early operation.
This is particularly true for various complicated bath compositions of cells in Chinese aluminum
smelters, where the best “static balance” of cells can only be realized by good control of the
“dynamic balance” parameters, which includes the mass and energy balance parameters in the
original MPPIC technology, such as alumina concentration, excess AlF3 and voltage balance; in
particular, high current efficiency requires an ideal cell-cavity shape, which is very important for
ideal cell heat balance. Good “static balance” is the basis of ideal cavity shape and the condition
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Decrease of the potline average energy consumption by 0.15 to 0.50 kWh/kg Al,
Increase of cell life and decrease of cell relining cost.

Figure 9. Example presentation of analysis and diagnosis results in RDTS.
7.

Conclusion

GAMI belongs to CHALIECO and CHINALCO, which have good record and reputation in the
field of pot control technology not only in China but also in many other countries. An innovative
model of the pot and its control technology has been developed by GAMI design and research
team. This confirms that more and more intelligent technology will be applied in the cell
operation resulting in higher current efficiency and lower energy consumption as well as less
pollution in the aluminum electrolysis industry.
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